To alleviate traffic congestion, a variety of route guidance strategies has been proposed for intelligent transportation systems. A number of the strategies are proposed and investigated on a symmetric two-route traffic system over the past decade. To evaluate the strategies in a more general scenario, this paper conducts eight prevalent strategies on a asymmetric two-route traffic network with different slowdown behaviors on alternative routes. The results show that only mean velocity feedback strategy is able to equalize travel time, i.e., approximate user optimality; while the others fail due to incapability of establishing relations between the feedback parameters and travel time. The paper helps better understand these strategies, and suggests mean velocity feedback strategy if the authority intends to achieve user optimality.
Introduction
as different road types, different percentages of trucks, etc.
23
The paper is thus dedicated to evaluating the effectiveness of the exist-24 ing strategies in a more general asymmetric two-route network with different 25 slowdown probability on alternative routes. The research will help better un-26 derstand these strategies and provide implications for practical applications 27 of the strategies. Toward the end, the remainder of the paper is organized as The paper revisits the following eight route guidance strategies:
34
• TTFS diverts an incoming vehicle to a route with the minimum travel 35 time of the last departure vehicle. When a route is empty, the travel time is 36 set as free flow travel time, i.e., dividing route length by maximum velocity.
37
• MVFS diverts an incoming vehicle to a route with the minimum mean 38 velocity of all en-route vehicles.
39
• CCFS diverts an incoming vehicle to a route with the minimum con- 
48
• WCCFS diverts an incoming vehicle to a route with the minimum 49 weight congestion coefficient, which is proposed as
where F (l i ) is a weight function; l i is the location of the middle vehicle in the
• VLFS diverts an incoming vehicle to a route with the maximum distance between entrance and the vehicle closest to the entrance.
62
Obviously, CCFS, PFS, WCCFS and CAFS are based on measuring the 63 congestion cluster; we thus call them as cluster-based strategies.
64
3. The traffic flow model and the user optimality
As the previous works proposing the strategies did, the paper also employs 66 the Nagel-Schrekenberg (NS) model (Nagel and Schreckenberg, 1992) 
A scenario on an asymmetric two-route traffic network
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In the section, we apply the existing strategies on a more general asym- To show the ability of reflecting the difference of slowdown probability, Figure 7 presents the diversion rates of the eight strategies. 
